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26 THE ANALYST.

morphine hydrochlorate into an old gentleman suffering from acute lumbago, but who
was otherwise healthy, and in whom no heart disease had been discovered, and nearly
killed him. All the portions of the book dealing with the action of pois,)ns is most
carefnlly put together, and the collection of topical experiments either in corpore vae by
scientists; or on their fellow creatures by murderers is most complete. In dealing with
the chemical detection of organic poisons, Mr. Blyth follows Dragendorf's method for
general researches, using, however, special processes whenever there are symptoms or
post-mortem appearances which point to particular drugs. The mineral portions are as
complete as the organic, and the processes given are well considered and carefully, yet
not too diffusively, described. In reviewing the same author's book on Food we called
special attention to the exhaustive monograph on milk, which it contained, and in this
volume we find a corresponding one upon the ptomaines or cadaveric alkaloids witli a
discussion upon which in Oourt we were threatened during the Lamson case. Selmi's
investigations are carefully detailed, and in addition we have interesting chapters on the
possible synthesis of poison in the living animal, and on poisoning by food in which a
ptomaine has been produced by some peculiar decomposition of albumenous substances.
On the subject of opium smoking lind its attendant horrors to which our Indian
merchants are so much blamed by a certain class of enthusiasts for contributing by
sending opium)o Ohina, Mr. Blyth is evidently somewhat sceptical. He believes it
to be impossible that any morphine could be found in the smoke, owing to its high
subliming point, and quotes cases to show that opium smoking injures but little, the
health of Asiatics, at all events. Taken as a whole, Mr. Blyth's book is one which should
be found on the shelves of all persons interested in toxicology, and is one that Public
Analysts may feel pride in pointing to as the work of olle of that much abused body of
men.

ANALYSTS'REPORTS.
To THE VESTRY OF ST. GILES, OAMBERWELL.

GENTLEMEN,

During the past quarter eighty samples of food have been analJsed.
Of 50 Milks analysed, fifteen were found to be sufficiently adulterated ,to

come within the limits of prosecution. These were found to contain respectively,
of added water, 8, 6, 9,8, 16, 20, 6,8, 10, 10,6, 15, 8, 7, and 14 per cent.

One very interesting case was referred to Somerset House for reference. This
milk, No. 114, had the following Composition :-

Sp. gr. 1027. Cream, 8 per cent.
Total solids 11'39 11'19

Water ..
Fat
Solids, not fat

88'61
3'26
8'13

88'81
3'13
8'06

100'00 100'00
Ash . 0'70
Salt 0'10

Rigidly interpreted, according to the standard of public analysts, this milk has 9
per cent. of added water. I had given it as 'containing ~ per cent.
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---------------------------------
of soluble fatty acids, and it was not without strong opposition-mainly, also, on the
part of Mr. Wanklyn-that we demonstrated that the actual quantity was very much
larger. Six to seven per cent. or more of soluble fatty acids being readily obtainable
from butter fat. Now. after the lapse of ten years, Mr. Wanklyn comes to us with a
method by which hlfActually gets from 2* to 3 per cent. of butyric acid. This is, for Mr.
WanJdyn, a decid!Jd advance; if he continues his labours he may, in time, reach the
quantities readily obtained by other analysts.

Now, if we look at the paper just read, we see that it consists of a great deal of
theory, and of a very little bit of fact. I have heard a very eminent lawyer say in Court,
that he preferred one grain of common-sense to a cartloadful of chemistry. I might
paraphrase, and say" one grain of fact is better than a ton of theory." Analytical
methods should, before all things, stand upon solid facts, not be merely pegged on to
theories. The original foundation of Mr. Wanklyn'l! isoglycerine theory was the sup
posed fact, that from some fllts after saponification, 'he was unable to obtain any
glycerine whatever. He "rushed into print," and announced his great discovery in the
Chemical Newa, in a paragraph of a few lines, never afterwards, as it ought to have
been, amplified by the publication of actual experiment. True, he read 8 paper on the
same subject before the British Association, but as far as I am aware, that paper has
not lieen printed. Somewhat later the inventers of isoglycerine find that the fats, from
which they were unable to extract any glycerine after all could be made to yield up their
alcohol in a tangible form. With that observation one should imagine the isoglycerine
would have collapsed, but it was too excellent a theory to be allowed to die in this manner.
In order to keep it alive, Mr. Wanklyn now comes to us and transfers the production of his
mind to butter fat. Because it is a remarkable fact that butterfat on saponification with
alcoholic potash yields some butyric ether, the butyric acid combining, to a small extent,
with ethyl instead of potassium, and because, according to Mr. Wanklyn's distinct state
ment, butyrllte of glycerine, on being saponified, does not yield any butyric ether whnt~
ever, therefore butterfat is devoid of any compound of butyric acid, but must contain
iaoglycerine. The foundation, in fact, then, of his theory as it now stands is his allegation
that butyrine on saponification cannot yield butyric ether. I have, myself, prepal'ed
some tributyrine, by heating together glycerine and butyric acid to 2600 C., and
thoroughly washing the product. This most easily yiel<ls a powerful odour of pineapple
when saponified in the presence of alcohol, Mr. Wanklyn's statement notwithstanding
(the ex.periment was here shown).

With this one little fact Mr. Wanklyn's theory vanishes and collapses.
If it must then be admitted that a glyceride containing the butyric radical can yield

butyric ether in the presence of potash, why does the butyric acid combine with ethyl
instead of potassium? You will notice that the authors of the paper are careful to
use a quantity of alkali only just sufficient to saponify the fat employed. They
avoid an excess. As the butter fat gradually ,dissolves it must indeed be locally in
excess. The molecule is broken up by the alkali, part of the acid combines with it,
but the rest of the acid is free to do what it likes, and accordingly takes hold of the
alcohol. If we have but~ (C4H70 2)3 CaR. + 2KHO + C2Ho\ HO we could get
2C!H7K02 + C!R7 C2H... 0 7 +' CaH. (HO).
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"
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"

The preparation is recommended as a substitute tor mother's milk, or as an adjunct
to it, and medical men of Moscow, St. Petersburgh and London, who have used it in
a number of caRes in hospitals as well as in private practice, report very Ratisfactorily on
it, praising itR great digestibilit;y, its highly nutritious properties, its curative powers
in cases of diarrhma and its action as an excellent hypnotic.

A consignment of last year's production arrived in London at the end of the year,
and of this I have examined two samples.

The condensed mares' milk is contained in cylindrical tins, 2~- inches ill diameter
and 21 inches high. The tota~ weight is about 12~ ounces, the weight of the contents
10 ounces. According to statements on the label, the milk is condensed in vacuo to kth
its original bulk with the addition of 3 per cent. of sugar. I opened two tins and found
the contents to be of very thick, scarcely fluid consistency, of almost pure white colour,
of agreeable smell, and of pure taste, resembling somewhat that of honey. The
preparation is, especially with respect to taste, far superior to that examined and
reporterl upon last year. The condensed milk readily dissolves in warm water,
leaving some small flakes only undissolved, apparently consisting of coagulated albumen.
Solutions made in the proportion of one part of condensed milk to 7 parts of water had
a specific gravity of 1'033 and 1'036 respectively. The composition of the two samples
was found to be as follows:~

L n.
'Vater 2G';'3 !ler cent. 24'04 per cent.
Total Solids 73'27 7i)'!)()
Fat 4'77 G'20
Protf'in .• 1;)'G9 12'17
Sug-ar 1i3'07 :),,'81
Ash 1'74 l'i8

The a8h had a pinkhue and gave a strong re-action of iron.
The compariRon of these figures with reliahle analyses of mares' milk, pu1>liRhed

previously, leads to the conclusion, that the milk employed has been condensed not to
tth, but +" -&th its bulk. Basing upon this assumption, and taking into account the
addition of three per cent. of sugar, the composition of the original milk was calculated
to have been as follows :-

L IL
Water 90'00 pf'r cent. 90'04 per cerit,
Total Solids 9'50 0'96
Fat " 0'83 l'OG
Protein " 2'3" Z'09
Sugar G'02 (j'50
Ash 0'30 0'31

There have not been very many reliable analyses of mares' milk published pre
viously, and in very few instances a remark is made, saying that the analyses refer to
milk yielded by mares belonging to the steppe race. And even in these cases the mares
were not kept under their natural conditions in the steppes, when they yielded the milk
concerned. It might seem inadmissible to compare the products obtained under quite
different conditions, as long as there is no proof that this difference does not influence
the composition, To put the degree of condensation beyond doubt, it would be necessary
to know the actual composition of the milk used. Such analyses do not exist, but I
have it on the best authority, that the specific gravity of all the milk condensed was
between 1·o~o and 1'036.
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THE PRINCIPLES OF THEORETICAL CHEMISTRY, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE CONSTITUTION

OF CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS. By Ira Remsen, .M.IJ., Ph. IJ.ProftJ8sor of Chemt'stry in tM

John Hopkins University, Baltimore. London: Baillilhe, Tindall and Cox, 20, King
William Street, Strand.

WHEN the first edition of this little book was published some y~ars ago, it then struck
us as supplying a distinct want, by bringing together fully, and yet within a limited
space, the so-called theories of phemistry. The present editiou is much improved, and
the chapters on atomicity, and the constitution of carbon compounds, have been extended
and revised, with the result of increasing their value. The great object of the work
consists (while dealing with all the known h;rpotheses), in showing the exact connection of
each theory of the constitution of bodies with its experimental proof, and so keeping
the mind of the student clear, as to how far it is safe to run after any particular idea.
To follow the author's words, we know that he considers harm has been done to the
science of chemistry, by a too free use of hypotheses, on the part of those who are ignorant
of the facts which suggest them. This has been, and is, particularly noticeable, in
connection with the use of structural or constitutional formulre, and it is heart-rending
to see the merest tyros in ohemistry, employing such expressions with a freedom which
may well astonish one who knows their true significance. An exporience of years, has led
Dr, Remsen to the conclusion, that these formulre are used by students without any clear
understanding, and the great object of his work, is to do something to correct this evil. It
must not, however, be thought that upon this point the author is a Don Quixote, with con
stitutional formulre for hill windmills, because, (page 102,) when discussing the various
possible modes of expressing acetic acid, he says :-" It must be distinctly stated, that we
cannot use the valence hypothesis,.except to supplement the reaction and synthesis formulre.
We are not justified ingoingbeyondthe facts established. Here lies the danger in the use of
structural formulre. Their wh~lesale use, to express something about which we know
absolutely J;lothing, has tended to bring them into disrepute, but this fact should not
cause their entire rejeotion, for there is, undoubtedly, much of value in them, when
rightly used." These words appear to us a very just estimate of a mllch debated question
among chemical teachers, and show,the care of the author in not following too much in a
groove. Again, upon another page, we find the following cogent remarks :-" It cannot
be denied that we are now in a period of chemistry which may fairly be called formula
worship. By weaker minds, more value is attached to a formula, than to that which it
is intended to represent. In consequence of this truth, it has happened that a large
number of chemists have regarded the determination of a formula for a compound, as
a great object to be accomplished, and forgotten that what we ought to know, and what
is of vastly greater importance for the science, is the chemical conduct of the compound.
If, knowing this, we can represent it by means of a formula, not only are we justified
in doing so, but the formula becomes an efficient 'aid in dealing with the substance."
The work, commencing with a study of atomic weight and volume, proceeds, in, the fifth
chapter, to deal with atomicity, or valence of elements, and this will be found to be
very exhaustive and carefully written. All the various ideas of ordinary atomicity,
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(To be oontinued in our nCalt.)

have been asked by some of my colleagues to refer a little to some remarks that were made yesterday
in, I venture to say, rather qucstionable taste, and to answer them. In the first place, Dr. Voelcker
(a man who, as a general chemist, we must all esteem) made, in my opinion, rather a step in the
direction of bad taste, in giving what he called a little advice to public analysts. This advice was,
that public analysts should not be too hasty. Very good advice, and I do not object to anybody
advising me I I am very pleased to have advice, but the question arises, do I deserve to have advice
given me? Have I done that which entitles me to a sermon? Now, when a man gives advice he pre
sumes he has a right to put himself in that superior position whence he can give such counsel, and that
he has a sufficient reason for giving it. Now, Dr. Voelcker, no doubt feeling this, did show a fancied
ground for giving advice, but let us here rccall what it was. In the first place, there was a very
serious case in which some cream had been sent to him which .he ascertained to contain starcb, but
.. I am not going to jump to a conclusion like a public analyst," said he to himsclf, and he sent to the
place the cream came from and asked, What did you tilter your cream with? Cloth, sir, was the reply.
Was it new? Yes, sir. Oh, all right, then the starch came off the new cloth used for straining, ann.
so its presence is an accidental circumstance; therefore'llwral, "Do not jump to a conclusion."
Here, however, is a difficulty; a man must be in a particular position before he can do these things.
If our friend who has given ·us the advice had been in the position of a public analyst, who does not
know where the specimen comes from, and who is bound to say by law what it does or does not
contain, he would have had to state that he had found some starch, and to leave the other party to
explain the matter. The same remark applies to the other cream, where aniline was present. A
public analyst would have been obliged to certify to its presence, and I am bound to say I think a
conviction would have been justified on the ground of carelessness. Another amusing thing is, the
matter of the 20 prosecutions which failed, alluded to by the loud·voiced speaker of yesterday I have
already mentioned. You all doubtless imagined from his indignation that they were very serious
failures, and that the adulterations did not exist at all, but unfortunately--that is, unfortunately for
his argument-the failures were not attributable to this. Here is a case in point; there was a public
analyst who had somc scammony senl; him to examine-now scammony, as you are probably
aware, is rather an expensive drug, and therefore more likely to be adulterated-well, in this
scammony he finds chalk, unmistakable evidence of the presence of chalk, and in a large
proportion. The public analyst on referring to the official pharmacopeal description finds that
scammony should not effervesce on the addition of hydrochloric acid, and it does so effervesce.
What is the analyst to do? it is not a question for him as to how the chalk came there;
all he is concerned to know is that it is present, and he reports accordingly. The case comes
into court, and the defence-our friend who addressed you yesterday-stands up to explain the presence
of this chalk, which he considers the most natural and innocent thing in the world. He says, in effect,
that you must not mind the chalk being there at all, it is not an adulteration. Scammony root grows
in a chalky soil, and therefore not unnaturally gets mixed with chalk in spite of all the care
imaginable, and, moreover, as the resin is exuded into little shells from the incisions made into the
root by the poor, innocent Turks, what is more natural than that they should put some chalk into the
shell to stop it sticking. What has that to do with the analyst? The explanation was plausible and
succeeded, but then the analyst had only to say whether the chalk was there, or whether the drug was
pure, and he had not to occupy himself with all this funny story, about the Turks and the chalk.
Nearly all these failur':ls in prosecutions which this gentleman spoke of yesterday, have been of that
nature. Here is another example of much the same sort. There was an analyst who had brought
to him an article which was called milk of sulphur, and he found it to contain much sulphate of
calcium, and the authorities took the matter into court. It was explained by our friend that milk of
sulphur formerly naturally contained this ingredient, and that the public always preferred it in this
form. Well, that was all right, I suppose,' and accordingly the case was put out of court. This,
however, was nothing against the analyst. It was simply a question for him, as to whether natural
scammony root or sulphur contained carbonate or sulphate of calcium, but whether their presence
was admissible was a question of law, and the proper way of settling such questions is by legal
proceedings. Why, then, say the analyst jumps to a conclusion, because the prosecution does not
succeed on a point totally unconnected with chemistry, and which could only be settled by a court of
Jaw? I think I have said enough to show you that the attacks which have been made, from time to
time, upon public analysts are in many cases unjust. We do our best to tell the true chemical facts,
as truly and exactly as we can, and with what lcgal results follow we have nothing to do. It has been
said, Why do not analysts warn the authorities not to prosecute in debatable cases? but I can only
say, that in practice I have twice done so in matters of drugs, and been plainly, but firmly told, to
mind my own business I
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basis suggested by Mr. Wanklyn, that was to dry the milk for three hours, take the fat out of it, and the
difference was the non-fatty solids. Of course, if you leave any water in the milk it swells the amount
of the non-fatty solids, and it has been shown that by drying the non-fatty solids to dryness, that is
until the result is constant, 8-5 per cent. is equal to 9, which,is the standard adopted by the public
analyst. Why, then, are our cows diseased, if our 8-5 per cent. is equal to your 9 par cent.? Well,
now, coming to what can be done to make the Act more effective, we are all agreed, for we all agree
to get the best article we can, we have a bias against fraud, and we have been trying all we can do to
get a !ltandard. I can tell you there is no work which causes us so much anxiety at Somerset House
as one of those referred certificates. I can assure you it is quite a cloud off Dr. Bell's head when the
certificate can be approved. First, the Act is very inefficiently worked throughout the country, and
I should be very glad to see some means of getting it more effectually carried out. Dr. Muter has
suggested that an inspector should be compulsorily appointed, and a very fair number of sampleR
purchased; but what is the use of compelling a man to purchase samples if he does it in a police
man's uniform? I think something further is required, and that the Local Government Doard, where
they 'suspeet that the Act is not properly worked, ought to work it themselves in one way or another;
but unless local tradesmen and local councils can be overridden in some respect, I fear the Act will
never be thoroughly efficient.

Mr. ANGELL; I think the position I stand in here is unique, because it is the first time that a
publio analyst has had the opportunity of speaking in just such:a meeting as this. For the first time
we have the representatives of the upper house who have come down amongst us-the gentlemen in
power and authority set over us as referees. I say we have:never had an opportunity of speaking before
these gentlemen, and it was one of our first grievances that we could never approach them. Now the
day has come, and we are exceedingly glad to have met face to face with them, and with those people
who regard public analysts as people to be objected to.

Now for the remarks of a gentleman who spoke on behalf of the dairymen; he made a brilliant
and interesting speech, but he spoke of it as though it were a game with two sides, and then he
seemed to try to prove that two blacks were white. After that, some misunderstanding on his
part was made with regard to what was 8aid yesterday. He seems to have got mixed up between a
statement made by one gentleman that the percentage of cases of milk adulteration had increased.
and the statement of the other gentlemen that the proportion of added water had decreased. This
same gentleman told us something about the fact that we equId not tell added water from other
water. Now, it makes me think of one instance which has occurred to me when I was lecturing to
the Botley Agricultural Association, and after some pains to show them why we should believe in a
comparative standard of such a supply as milk; that nature, if she gives the animal this secretion
for the nourishment of the young, it would, from the most abstract point of view, be expected to be
somewhat constant. and also attempted to prove it to be the case by experiment. Now, aftcr all my
pains, one of the farmers present got up and said: .. Now, just look here, Mr. Angell; I have listened
to you and all that, but can you distinguish the added water from the other? " Of course I admitted
I could not. "Well," said the farmer, "then you can sit down, for if you can't do that you arc not
much good anyway." And we were told much the same thing to-day. Milk takes up a good deal of
our time now, and it is not altogether undesirable that it should be so. seeing the great importance
of the subject.

Turning for a moment as to beer. It was said by one speaker yesterday that there is a very great
difficulty in establishing the composition of what is sold to us as beer. It frequently happens to us
in my district that question arises as to the quality of the beer which is sold,and they send me a
great number of samples, but owing to the fact that there is no absolute criterion we arc obliged to
certify that they are sound, unless we find something deleterious. Now, I see a way out of this
difficulty; all the multifarious compounds of sugar, and more or less edible bitters. should be sold
under the name of Ale j but if a man asks for a glass of Beer he should have nothing else: a product
of malt, flavoured with hops. Let ale be anything wholesome in the shape of what is now known as
beer, and the word beer be restricted, as I have said, to a product of malt and hops alone.
This would meet the difficulty, and I don't see that it would interfere with the trade
at all. Yesterday, Professor Attfield was clever enough to give us some very astounding
allegations, but I regret to see he is absent to-day, though I asked him to be present. For
that reason I shall not go so indignantly to work as I had intended; but I think when such
statements are made they should be made with very great caution. The very first thing he said was
to give you a caution that ~'OU should not be led away by ew parte statements, but I claim for public
analysts a very much more independent position than that of Professor Attfield in connection with
the prosecutions. In several of these cases which he quoted I was the analyst, and I ask you which
of the two is likely to make an ex parte statement-myself. or the man who is intimately conneeted
with a very powerful Trade Union-whieh comes down with counsel and chemical advisp.r, and that
adviser it is an open secret is the man in question 1 They bring down parts of pharmacoprnias, and
strive to prove their case from one or other of them, and if by means of a quotation from some
antiquated, worm-eaten old pharmacopooia, they can manage to elicit something in their favour they
exult, and would seek to convey thu impression that when a case is dismissed you must look upon it
as though an error on the part of the analyst had been detected. There are such things as differences
in opinion, and therefore it is objectionable ,we should speak of the analyst's certificates being
dismissed when. if we should inquire into the matter, it would prove to be something outside of. and
independent of it. I will say in COnCI"~ion, with r('gard to Professor Attfi,eld's statement, that I wa~
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bottles examined by us. If this be the case, it is certainly rather startling to find that
bottles ofrorated water, from the same manufactory, and of presumably nearly contem
poraneous manufacture, should be apt to contain amounts of lead varying so much as
the figures of Mr. Rimmington and myself show, but the probable cause of the variation
in the amount of lead will be evident to the readers of the ANALYST. If we assume the
0'3 grain of lead per gallon found by the Somerset House chemists in their portion of
one of the samples to represent the general extent of the contamination by. lead, it is
clear that the case was not one to be pooh-poohed or dismissed, for, although 0'3 grain
per gallon may be within the limits of accidental impurity, people will generally object
to be poisoned, even accidentally.

Another point worthy of notice in the examination of rorated waters for lead is the
tendency of the contents of a bottle to become contaminated from contact with the leaden
alloy which forms part of the stopper arrangement in a certain description of patent
bottle. In a recent instance I found 0'17 grn. of lead in a sample of lemonade analyseda
few days after it was received, but after standing some three weeks, with the leaden
portion of the stopper immersed, the proportion of lead had increased to 3'36 grains of
lead per gallon.

In all cases in which I test foi- lead in rorated waters I am in the habit of confirIll
ing the result by the chromate test. When carefully managed, chromate of potassium will
indicate any proportion of lead greater than one-third of a grain per gallon, without it
being necessary to concentrate the water. The sample should be placed in a Nessler
cylinder and a drop of potassium chromate solution added, in such a manner that the
yellow solution gradually sinks through the clear and colourless liquid. The faintest
cloud of lead chromate can thus be recognised. Addition of acetic acid seriously mars
the delicacy of the test.

In testing rorated waters for lead with sulphuretted hydrogen, the possible presence
of tin and copper must not be lost sight of. Copper, if present, may at once be recognised
by the ferrocyanide reaction, but traces of tin are not readily identified. The plan I
have found best is to precipitate 200 C.c. of the water with sulphuretted hydrogen and
dissolve the precipitate in strong hydrochloric acid. When the sulphuretted hydrogen
is expelled, the solution is diluted somewhat, and boiled with metallic iron to insure that
the tin exists in a stannous condition. The liquid is then decanted from the undissolved
iron and tested with mercuric chloride, when any formation of a silky-looking cloud of
mercurous chloride will be readily recognised.

Although not closely connected with the detection of metals in rorated drinks, I may
take this opportunity of calling attention to the fact that the ordinary test for zinc, with
an alkaline sulphide, is far from delicate. A much more satisfactory test is one which I
described many years ago in the Ohemical New8, Vol. XXIII., page 290, but it has never
found its way into the text books. The solution to be tested for zinc ie rendered ammo·
niacal, heated to boiling, and potassium ferrocyanide added, when a white precipitate
will be produced·if the merest trace of zinc be present.
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